Syntactic
analysis -in our terms -means to construct a description of the syntactic structures of a given sentence, starting from a formal description of the syntactic features of .the wordfo~ (the -result of a preceding wordform ane.lysls). The description of the syntactic structure as well as the formal description of the wordfo~ms have to follow a certain model, in our case the Dependency Gre~nme~ by ~NZE (1975) bottom-up and multiple-path analys£8. But for a working system we intend to follow the second way.
In the paper a short summary of the system will be given. The syntactic analysts, of a sentence ~£ven by the formal description of the syntactic features of the wordforms iS made by three steps. These three steps differ one from the other by d~fferent methods.
In the first step an nau~nented transition network n (ATe) is used to construct a rough structure of the sentence. The second step uses the bundles which are members of t he dominance component of the wordforms to find out so-called subordlnntion possibllitiee.
The result of the second step is a loop-free ~raph, which is transformed dur£ng the third step to a ~aph contusing the dependency treem which desor£be the syntactic structures of the an~yeed sentence. In the third step the conditions of the bundles (obligator7 and facultative nodes etc.) are used as well as the condlttonm com£n~ from the shape of the resulting graph.
Up to now we ~re only at the be~nn~ng of the ~nplement-ation of the system. 3ome remake about these problems am well as about the difficulties to include the analysis of coordtnated sentences w~ll be made in the paper too.
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